Stop RSE Campaign: evidence dossier
Influence on Parkfield Primary School protests and other opposition to RSE reform

1. About


Stop RSE is a campaign that opposes plans to reform Relationships & Sex Education (RSE) in schools in England,
which would see RSE become a compulsory subject and the mandatory inclusion of education on LGBT+
relationships. As the StopRSE.com website explains in its About section:
“…it is the teaching of secular liberal sexual ideologies, to the youngest of children and against their parents
wishes, in schools, that Stop RSE opposes and aims to challenge.”



The website has an Islamic ethos, but targets orthodox members of all major religions.



One of the individuals behind the Stop RSE campaign is Dr Kate Godfrey-Faussett, an Islamic academic. She
frequently lectures on sex education and its contradictions with Islamic teachings on sex. She is featured on this
video outlining the Stop RSE campaign, which is aimed at Muslim parents:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV0_3Nn2-N0



In addition to featuring information and links to resources, Stop RSE is a campaigning page that encourages
users to lobby against changes to RSE. Among its campaigning materials are pre-written letters that can be sent
to MPs opposing the plans, and a link to a petition opposing changes to RSE.



As the examples below demonstrate, content that is featured or promoted on StopRSE.com includes material
that is derogatory to LGBT+ people and cites Quranic teachings calling for the stoning of homosexuals.



The Stop RSE campaign supported the recent protests at Parkfield Primary School over its “No Outsiders”
programme, which aimed to teach tolerance and acceptance of all people in society regardless of race, religion
or sexual orientation. It was the messages of tolerance towards same-sex relationships that parents at the
school (which has a high proportion of Muslim families) objected to. Stop RSE helped to publicise these protests
and encouraged more parents to take part via its Facebook page; examples are included below.

2. Main content from StopRSE.com
All materials (unless otherwise stated) were as accessed by the National Secular Society on Monday 4 February 2019.
Materials may since have been amended or removed.
The main content from StopRSE.com contains many examples of opposition to teaching about LGBT+ issues in schools.
Examples:
a) http://stoprse.com/index.php/re-rse/what-you-need-to-know/what-will-it-teach/

b) http://stoprse.com/index.php/re-rse/what-you-need-to-know/whos-idea-is-it/comprehensive-sexuality-education/

This page about Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE) opens with a quote from Hitler, comparing CSE tactics with
those of the Nazis:

c) https://stoprse.com/index.php/resources/articles-2/how-do-i-make-sense-of-my-sre-rse-policy/
Urges parents to remove children from lessons teaching about LGBT+:

d) http://stoprse.com/index.php/re-rse/what-you-need-to-do/
This page opens with a quote implying that those promoting RSE have an “evil” agenda:

3. Downloadable resources from StopRSE.com
The website includes an “Islamic RSE-Related Resources for Parents” page, http://stoprse.com/index.php/resources/forislamic-schools-madrasas/

These are some of the content from the downloadable resources:
a) From “Marriage and Morals in Islam,” https: //www.al-islam.org/printpdf/book/export/html/13059

b) From “Islamic Modest Dress,” https://www.al-islam.org/printpdf/book/export/html/16646
This resource promotes Islamic “modesty” for women:

c) From “Sexual Problems of Youth”, https://www.al-islam.org/printpdf/book/export/html/17244

d) From The Handbook for Muslim Teenagers - Girls Edition
https://darussalam.com/the-handbook-for-muslim-teenagers-girls-edition.html

e) From The Handbook for Muslim Teenagers - Boys Edition
https://darussalam.com/the-handbook-for-muslim-teenagers-boys-edition.html
Teaches creationism, as well condemning the use of “beautification specified for women” in men:

f) From “Coming of Age” http://www.comingofage.info/
Teaches not to bathe during menstruation and that tampons are “absolutely forbidden” and can cause harm:

4. YouTube video content
Within the Islamic RSE resources page, http://stoprse.com/index.php/resources/for-islamic-schools-madrasas/, there
are YouTube videos on Islamic teachings on sex and relationships:

This includes a lecture by Salim Yusufali on “Sexuality: Islamic vs. Western Perspectives”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVmgsRfNf34
It refers to homosexuality and masturbation as sexual deviances with dire consequences.

5. Template letter to schools
https://stoprse.com/index.php/home/sample-letters/
Accessed by the National Secular Society, Friday 15 February 2019.
Supporters of the Stop RSE campaign are encouraged to send a template letter to their school, raising concerns about
RSE, these include:


That RE/RSE will be used to introduce controversial and unscientific theories such as gender ideology that will
teach children that gender is fluid and differs from biological sex. Schools should not be made to teach such
ideas, especially as they lack any empirical basis and are based solely on a subjective feeling. If such concepts are
taught then young children especially, will become confused about gender identity as well as about the
differences between boys and girls.



That RE/RSE will be used to teach concepts such as same-sex relationships being equal to heterosexual
relationships. Such teachings promote a lifestyle at odds with all major religions and will conflict with the views
of many parents.



Whilst I concur on the need to protect children from sexual abuse, I am concerned that talking directly to young
children about sexual abuse will affect their innocence and that it may lead children to worry that such an act
will occur to them.



That many resources produced by sex education organisations include material that is explicitly graphic both
visually and verbally. I hope the school checks all resources bought in thoroughly or ideally produces them
yourselves in collaboration with parents.

6. Template letter to MPs
https://stoprse.com/index.php/contact-your-local-mp/
Accessed by the National Secular Society, Friday 15 February 2019.
Supporters of the Stop RSE campaign are encouraged to send a template letter to their MP, raising concerns about RSE,
these include:


The other concern I want to highlight is that RE/RSE will be used by LGBTQ+ activists to introduce and promote
their beliefs and practices to children.



I object to my child being taught about sexual orientation in school and that same-sex relationships are as
equally valid as heterosexual relationships. Such teachings clearly contravene the teachings of all major religions
and should not be taught in schools.



This ‘queering’ and ‘re-gendering’ of society is being pushed by a dangerous ideology as the physical,
psychological and spiritual damage that can be caused to children who are encouraged to transgender is
immense.

7. Content from the Stop RSE Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/Stop-RSE-109676613231842/
Posts from the Stop RSE Facebook page not only continue the narratives of the StopRSE website, but also occasionally
contain content that is directly derogatory of LGBT+ people:

The recent opposition to the ‘No Outsiders’ programme at Parkfield Primary School in Birmingham was supported by
Stop RSE:

